
Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS FAQs

Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS is modeled after the IBM Recommend Service

Upgrades (RSU) preventive maintenance model with the aim to enhance product quality and the

integrity of your environment. CARS identifies PTFs that have passed additional testing criteria over a

measured time cycle so the risk of applying service is considerably lessened. During CARS testing, we test

each PTF to RECEIVE, APPLY, RESTORE, and ACCEPT.

We recommend that you apply CARS maintenance two to four times a year minimally.

1. How often are new CARS levels generated?

We deliver a new CARS level each month using the following naming format: (yy represents the

year). For example, the January report (CARSyy12) includes service elements that were

published before the end of December for the prior year.

Month Format Month Format Month Format

January CARSyy12 May CARSyy04 September CARSyy08

February CARSyy01 June CARSyy05 October CARSyy09

March CARSyy02 July CARSyy06 November CARSyy10

April CARSyy03 August CARSyy07 December CARSyy11

2. How does Broadcom test the new CARS level with each of the Broadcom Mainframe Stack for

z/OS products?

As part of Broadcom's Mainframe Software Division maintenance strategy, we test the CARS

levels on development, test, and production systems. Our internal systems run supported

releases of the IBM z/OS operating systems and multiple releases of popular IBM subsystems

(CICS, Db2, IMS) that are maintained at the latest IBM quarterly recommended service upgrade

(RSU) levels.

3. What PTFs are eligible for CARS?

To be included in a CARS level, the PTF, HIPER, or PRP must meet the following conditions:

● Has been published for 30 days.

● Has not been added to a CARS level previously.

● Passed internal and customer testing.

Note: PTFs that do not pass the additional testing criteria remain in the CARS level, but we

create ERROR HOLDDATA to flag the PTF as PE (PTF in Error). This step prevents the PTF from

being applied until a PRP (PTF Resolving the PE PTF) is made available.



4. What happens when a PTF in the CARS level goes PE before you have applied the CARS level

service into your environment?

Whenever a PTF in a CARS level goes PE (PTF in Error), the ERROR HOLDDATA file is updated as

soon as possible. This action lets you download and receive the PTF. However, you cannot apply

it unless a correcting PRP (PTF Resolving the PE PTF) is available. Therefore, before you install any

CARS level, we strongly recommend that you download the most current ERROR HOLDDATA to

prevent a PE PTF from being applied until a PRP is available.

5. Why does my APPLY finish successfully, but I still see PTFs that are only received for CARS?

When a PTF goes PE (PTF in Error), the installation process of the CARS level of service receives

the PTF. However, it does not APPLY the PTF because of the ERROR HOLDDATA. When a resolving

PTF (PRP) is published, you can identify and include that PRP in your APPLY process. If you

RECEIVE and APPLY the PTF, the APPLY still finishes successfully. However, any PE PTFs that do

not have a correcting PRP remain in a received status. All PTFs that are not applied and PTFs that

are superseded appear in the APPLY summary report.

6. What does a status of superseded mean?

Superseded status for a PTF means that it was replaced by another PTF. The status appears as

RECEIVED/SUPERSEDED. This status remains until an SMP/E ACCEPT is done, at which point the

PTF status changes to SUPERSEDED.

7. Do I need to put all CARS levels on or just the most recent?

The CARS levels are not cumulative. Complete the following steps based on whether you are

using z/OSMF Software Update, legacy SMP/E APPLY, or CA CSM:

● When using z/OSMF Software Update or legacy SMP/E APPLY, install all the CARS levels

sequentially to ensure that your SMP/E libraries are current with all CARS levels of

service up to and including the desired CARS level.

● When using CSM, all prior CARS levels up to and including the desired CARS level are

applied automatically.

8. What are the advantages of using the CARS process?

Adopting a preventive maintenance strategy based on CARS ensures that you maintain technical

currency across the Broadcom Mainframe Stack of products, with lower risk to your

environment, and with less hours expended. CARS replaces the Service Pack methodology to

apply software updates periodically for the Broadcom Mainframe Stack of products. Thus, CARS

is the only method to apply preventive maintenance service en masse for the Broadcom

Mainframe Stack for z/OS products.

9. What maintenance is delivered once a CARS product release reaches end of support (EOS)?

Products that have corrective maintenance published beyond the EOS date remain managed for

one additional CARS level before being removed. Maintenance published after that date is not

included in future CARS builds.


